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1: Canadian farmers store fertilizer to fight dealers' pricing power | Reuters
Our Company Farmers Grain Company is a full-service, multi-faceted agricultural cooperative with 14 locations in north
central Oklahoma and south central Kansas. With $ million in annual sales and million bushels in grain receipts, Farmers
Grain is a strong, growing cooperative.

One reason for that may be that long before the West tragedy, Canada has had in place safeguards to prevent
catastrophic events connected to AN stored at fertilizer retailers. One branch manager with an Ontario-based
fertilizer retailer told DTN the West, Texas, incident raised further awareness of what could happen in Canada.
AN in Canada is primarily sold and used in the eastern part of the country. Law enforcement thwarted a
possible terrorist attack in when 18 people were arrested in Toronto for plotting to use some three tons of AN
to set off an explosion. In there was another possible scare in Ontario. Much like the West Fertilizer Co. He
said the co-op has open lines of communication with the community in case of emergencies involving other
chemicals. Chemical Safety Board investigation revealed last month that there was no emergency plan in place
in West, Texas. Giulia Brutesco, director of scientific and regulatory affairs at the Canadian Fertilizer Institute,
said the West incident raised eyebrows. The country produces very little AN. Retailers in Canada must report
AN stockpile volumes, although the information is not publicly available. Many states in the United States
provide the data upon request. During the two-year implementation phase, all facilities must successfully
complete an audit on AN safety. Everyone involved in the handling of agricultural AN will be subject to code
requirements and third-party audits to ensure compliance, she said. Chemical Safety Board investigation found
that many of the more than 1, AN stockpiles across the U. The Canadian system may be the envy of the world
when it comes to safeguarding AN. After the alleged terror plot was uncovered in , the country deemed AN to
be a restricted component in Delaney Ross Burtnack, president and chief executive officer with the Canadian
Association of Agri-Retailers, said federal regulations require non-combustible construction be used for
storage facilities. Those facilities must be ventilated to help dissipate heat and gases produced by AN
decomposition in a fire. Storage facilities also have strict requirements for signage and clearance from
sensitive areas. Fire-suppression systems are also required. Industry code of practice requires secure bin gates,
access points on buildings, key control systems and security lighting. Though not required, the code
recommends the use of perimeter security. Facilities are prohibited from storing more than metric tons of AN
without special approval from federal regulators. In addition, such large stockpiles cannot be within feet of
schools, hospitals or other buildings with large groups of people. Such large AN stockpiles cannot be within
feet of homes. Chemical Safety Board reported last month that the community of West and the county had no
emergency plan in place. Burtnack said Canadian facilities storing more than 20 mt of AN must prepare
environmental emergency plans that are federally regulated and updated annually. It was reported that 28 to 34
tons 25 to 30 mt of AN ignited in West, Texas. The Canadian Fertilizer Institute has developed and
implemented safety and security training for agri-retailers and farmers. Volunteer firefighters and first
responders in the United States are largely untrained to handle AN emergencies. Texas state lawmakers have
had discussions about possibly requiring AN retailers to carry a minimum amount of insurance coverage.
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2: Fertilizer: Canadian AN Storage Regulations Trump U.S. â€“ DTN â€“ AgFax
Fertilizer storage for farmers 20 Apr / Agriculture / Fertilizer is an integral part of modern farming, and storing it properly
should be a priority.

An advanced computerized system allows a small crew run the facility. The Monolithic Dome is very good at
keeping the stored material dry and the concrete walls of the dome also resist the corrosive effects of the
fertilizer. When the barges arrive at the domes, clamshell buckets dip into the fertilizer and pour it into the
domes. Finally, an elaborate truck-loading system loads it onto semi-trucks for transportation to distribution
centers. Computerization makes it possible for just a skeleton crew to run this entire operation. Great efforts
are taken in handling the fertilizer. He said, "I worked at such a structure for many years. We had constant
repairs because shingles blew off and the fertilizer actually began eating into the wood. It was like having a
monster consuming the structure that housed it. Then too, polyurethane helps tremendously. Concrete alone
probably would draw more moisture. Bakken said, "At first, construction costs of a dome seemed much
higher. But the further we got into it, the more the prices came together. The cost of constant upkeep finally
decided it, and we would definitely do it again. Their reaction seemed favorable. First, I would like to
commend all district staff for your quick response and how orderly you moved students to shelter. It was
important that we do this quickly without causing a panic. We were able to accomplish that yesterday. If water
gets into or condensation forms inside a storage unit, it quite quickly begins degrading the fertilizer and
forming rust. But Monolithic uses a technology that keeps that troublesome process to a minimum. South the
opportunity to not only fine tune the building process, but to create a company whose main mission is to make
available Monolithic Dome technology to all the world. It is the hope of Monolithic to educate the public
about Monolithic Domes and to provide professional services to its customers by creating a successful
partnership with them through all phases of their dome design, planning and construction. Monolithic Floor
Plans For your dream dome-home, our library includes floor plans in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. That
size-range includes small, cozy cottages, as well as spacious and spectacular castle-like domains and
everything in between. But while sizes and shapes may vary, the benefits of a Monolithic Dome home remain
constant. In addition to long-range savings, our very green Monolithic Domes provide energy-efficiency,
disaster protection and more. This website has tools and hundreds of articles related to dome design. In
addition, our staff includes professionals with experience and expertise that can help you design the exact floor
plan you want and need. Animalsâ€”and peopleâ€”sheltered in dome during Hurricane Michael Forecasts
predicted Hurricane Michael would land in Panama City as a strong, but still manageable, Category 3
hurricane. As everyone settled in for the night, no one expected anything too severe. Then Hurricane Michael
intensified into the strongest hurricane to ever hit the Florida panhandle. I believe that as I watched the
neighbor house explode and saw trees twist and fly apart. Debris pounded the dome viciously. My hurricane
windows were fractured but held so no rain entered. Clayton stayed in her home during the hurricane. After
weeks of constant rain, the weather turned sunny, and it was a beautiful day. Even the with all the mud and
standing water, people toured the offices, shops, and Bruco: The Texas Italian Caterpillar.
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3: About Us â€“ Farmers Grain Company
Bulk Fertilizer Storage With our design-build process, you can create the bulk fertilizer storage building that fits your
needs. Legacy takes pride in providing highly-customizable fabric structures to ensure ample space for your bulk
fertilizer storage.

The storage of goods, therefore, from the time of production to the time of consumption, ensures a continuous
flow of goods in the market. Storage protects the quality of perishable and semi-perishable products from
deterioration; Some of the goods e. To cope with this demand, production on a continuous basis and storage
become necessary; It helps in the stabilization of prices by adjusting demand and supply; Storage is necessary
for some period for performance of other marketing functions. Storage provides employment and income
through price advantages. Types Underground Storage Structures Underground storage structures are dugout
structures similar to a well with sides plastered with cowdung. They may also be lined with stones or sand and
cement. They may be circular or rectangular in shape. The capacity varies with the size of the structure.
Advantages Underground storage structures are safer from threats from various external sources of damage,
such as theft, rain or wind. The underground storage space can temporarily be utilized for some other purposes
with minor adjustments; and The underground storage structures are easier to fill up owing to the factor of
gravity. Surface storage structures Foodgrains in a ground surface structure can be stored in two ways - bag
storage or bulk storage. Bag storage Each bag contains a definite quantity, which can be bought, sold or
dispatched without difficulty; Bags are easier to load or unload. It is easier to keep separate lots with
identification marks on the bags. The bags which are identified as infested on inspection can be removed and
treated easily; and The problem of the sweating of grains does not arise because the surface of the bag is
exposed to the atmospheres. Bulk or loose storage Advantages The exposed peripheral surface area per unit
weight of grain is less. Consequently, the danger of damage from external sources is reduced; and Pest
infestation is less because of almost airtight conditions in the deeper layers. The government of India has made
efforts to promote improved storage facilities at the farm level. Improved grain storage structures For
small-scale storage PAU bin This is a galvanized metal iron structure. It s capacity ranges from 1. Designed by
Punjab Agricultural University. Pusa bin This is a storage structure is made of mud or bricks with a polythene
film embedded within the walls. Hapur Tekka It is a cylindrical rubberised cloth structure supported by
bamboo poles on a metal tube base, and has a small hole in the bottom through which grain can be removed.
For large scale storage CAP Storage Cover and Plinth It involves the construction of brick pillars to a height
of 14" from the ground, with grooves into which wooden crates are fixed for the stacking of bags of
foodgrains. The structure can be fabricated in less than 3 weeks. It is an economical way of storage on a large
scale. Silos In these structures, the grains in bulk are unloaded on the conveyor belts and, through mechanical
operations, are carried to the storage structure. The storage capacity of each of these silos is around 25, tonnes.
Warehousing Warehouses are scientific storage structures especially constructed for the protection of the
quantity and quality of stored products. Importance Scientific storage The product is protected against
quantitative and qualitative losses by the use of such methods of preservation as are necessary. Financing
Warehouses meet the financial needs of the person who stores the product. Price Stabilization Warehouses
help in price stabilization of agricultural commodities by checking the tendency to making post-harvest sales
among the farmers. Market Intelligence Warehouses also offer the facility of market information to persons
who hold their produce in them. Working of Warehouses Acts: This receipt mentions the name and location of
the warehouse, the date of issue, a description of the commodities, including the grade, weight and
approximate value of the produce based on the present prices. Periodical dusting and fumigation are done at
the cost of the warehouse in order to preserve the goods. Financing - The warehouse receipt serves as a
collateral security for the purpose of getting credit. The holder may take delivery of a part of the total produce
stored after paying the storage charges. Types of warehouse 1. On the basis of Ownership Private warehouses:
These are owned by individuals, large business houses or wholesalers for the storage of their own stocks. They
also store the products of others. These are the warehouses, which are owned by the govt. These warehouses
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are specially constructed at a seaport or an airport and accept imported goods for storage till the payment of
customs by the importer of goods. These warehouses are licensed by the govt. The goods stored in this
warehouse are bonded goods. Following services are rendered by bonded warehouses: The importer of goods
is saved from the botheration of paying customs duty all at one time because he can take delivery of the goods
in parts. The operation necessary for the maintenance of the quality of goods - spraying and dusting, are done
regularly. Entrepot trade re-export of imported goods becomes possible. These are ordinary warehouses used
for storage of most of foodgrains, fertilizers, etc. These are warehouses, which are specially constructed for
the storage of specific commodities like cotton, tobacco, wool and petroleum products. These are warehouses
in which temperature is maintained as per requirements and are meant for such perishable commodities as
vegetables, fruits, fish, eggs and meat.
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4: Fertilizer Storage and Handling | UMass Center for Agriculture, Food and the Environment
Farmers there lack the same scale to buy storage facilities or fertilizer spreading equipment and rely on local
co-operatives to do the work, said Peter Trebuschnoj, Iowa-based director of U.S. operations at Meridian Manufacturing,
which makes bins for the farm, industrial and energy sectors.

Store fertilizers separate from other chemicals in dry conditions. Extra care needs to be given to concentrate
stock solutions. Secondary containment should be used. Provide pallets to keep large drums or bags off the
floor. Shelves for smaller containers should have a lip to keep the containers from sliding off easily. Steel
shelves are easier to clean than wood if a spill occurs. If you plan to store large bulk tanks, provide a
containment area large enough to confine percent of the contents of the largest bulk container. Keep the
storage area locked and clearly labeled as a fertilizer storage area. Preventing unauthorized use of fertilizers
reduces the chance of accidental spills or theft. Labels on the windows and doors of the building give
firefighters information about fertilizers and other products present during an emergency response to a fire or a
spill. Provide adequate road access for deliveries and use, and in making the storage area secure, also make it
accessible, to allow getting fertilizers and other chemicals out in a hurry. Never store fertilizers inside a
wellhouse or a facility containing an abandoned well. Fertilizer Storage and Handling Greenhouse fertilizer
storage areas contain concentrated nutrients that must be stored and managed properly. Fertilizers can cause
harm if they reach surface or ground water. Excessive nitrate concentrations in drinking water can cause health
risks, especially in young children. Phosphorus can be transported to surface waters and cause algae blooms
and eutrophication; resulting in poor water quality. Storing fertilizers separate from other chemicals in dry
conditions can minimize these risks. Secondary containment should always be used. Potential problems can be
minimized through adequate environmental awareness, employee training, and emergency preparedness.
Below are guidelines for properly storing and handling greenhouse fertilizers. Storage Location Greenhouse
fertilizer storage areas contain relatively large quantities of concentrated chemicals. Risks in storage areas
include release through broken, damaged, or leaking containers; loss of security leading to irresponsible use;
accumulation of outdated materials leading to excessive quantity of fertilizer thus unnecessarily raising risk
level; and combustion of oxidizing compounds in fertilizer e. The least amount of risk involves having a
building or area dedicated to fertilizer storage; separated from offices, surface water, neighboring dwellings
and bodies of water; separate from pesticides and protected from extreme heat and flooding. The storage area
should have an impermeable floor with secondary containment, away from plant material and high traffic
areas. Clean-up equipment should be readily available. Keep the building or storage area locked and clearly
labeled as a fertilizer storage area. It is a good idea to keep a separate list of the chemicals and amounts stored.
If a fire should occur, consider where the water used to fight the fire will go and where it might collect. For
example, a curb around the floor can help confine contaminated water. Sound containers are your first line of
defense against a spill or leak. If a container is accidentally ripped open or knocked off a shelf, the spill should
be confined to the immediate area and promptly cleaned up. The building should have a solid floor and, for
liquid fertilizers, a curb. The containment volume should be large enough to hold the contents of the largest
full container. Containers Fertilizer should be stored in their original containers unless damaged; labels should
be visible and readable; food or beverage containers should never used for storage. Labels should be in plain
sight; no containers should come in contact with floor; all containers should be stored up-right; aisles should
be wide enough to comfortably accommodate workers; containers should not be crowded on shelves or pallets.
Partially-used Containers Paper bags and boxes should be opened with a box cutter or scissors; open
containers should be resealed and returned to storage; all open paper bags should be sealed inside another,
larger container, sealed and labeled. Damaged Containers Containers should be checked often for damage;
when damaged containers are noticed, contents should be repackaged and labeled or placed in suitable
secondary containment which can be sealed and labeled. Fire Prevention and Suppression Fire detection and
alarm system should be present; oxidizers and flammable materials should be stored separately; fire
extinguisher should be immediately available; the fire department should be notified at least annually of
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current inventory. Inventory and Recordkeeping Inventory should be actively maintained as chemicals are
added or removed from storage; containers should be dated when purchased; outdated materials should be
removed on a regular basis; inventory should be controlled to prevent the accumulation of excess material that
may become difficult to use Lighting Electrical lighting should allow view into all areas and cabinets within
the storage area. Monitoring There should be monthly inspection of storage for 1 signs of container corrosion
or other damage - leaking or damaged containers should be repackaged as appropriate, 2 faulty ventilation,
electrical, and fire suppression systems â€” problems should be reported and corrected. Security The storage
room should be locked and access restricted to trained personnel. Signage There should be signs posted;
warning signs should be used as needed; emergency contact information should be posted. Temperature
Control There should be active mechanical temperature control and no direct sources of heat sunny windows,
steam pipes, furnaces, etc. Ventilation Mechanical ventilation should be working and used. Storage and
Record Keeping Fertilizer stock tanks should be labeled with fertilizer formulation and concentration; records
should be kept of fertilizer formulation, concentration, date, and location of application; records should be
kept of media nutrient analyses. Containment of Concentrated Stock Concentrated stock should be stored near
the injector in high density polyethylene or polypropylene containers with extra heavy duty walls; secondary
containment should be provided. Disposal Sufficient planning should be made to eliminate the need for
disposal; empty fertilizer containers should be discarded based on latest advice from environmental protection
authorities. Precipitate and Residue Disposal Fertilizer systems should be cleaned. Solids and rinse solution
should be composted. Spill Prevention and Preparedness Opening fertilizer product containers, measuring
amounts, and transferring fertilizer to the delivery system involves some level of risk from spills. Secondary
containment should be used for fertilizer stock tanks routinely; spill clean-up materials should be used for
liquids e. Delivery System The fertigation equipment should be checked monthly for accuracy; containment
tanks, back flow preventors and any equipment that holds fertilizer in the dry or liquid form should be
inspected; stock tanks should be inspected weekly for deterioration and cracks; the manufacturer
recommendations should be followed when calibrating or working on fertilizer injector equipment; stock
solution tanks and the areas surrounding fertilizer injectors and concentrated solutions should be kept clean
and free of debris.
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5: Storing Fertilizer | Koenig Equipment
Farmers Cooperative Fertilizer Department The agronomy department at Farmers Cooperative has this objective in
mind: to provide the highest quality products and services to our producer customers/owners, and to be competitive in
the market place with which we exist.

I had written about this subject a couple years ago when the deadline was pushed back and I kind of lost track
of the topic. And now that day is quickly closing in on us. There was some talk farmers would be exempt from
these new regulations, but as of now there is nothing from the EPA to say this is the case, Neeley said. There
also have been some discussions about Congress stepping in on behalf of farmers, but again there is nothing to
report yet. Information for Farmers," spells out the details about farms and an oil prevention plan. First of all,
who needs to have plan? This would be farms which store more than 1, gallons of oil products diesel, gasoline,
lube oil, hydraulic oil, crop oil, vegetable oil or animal fat in above-ground containers or more than 42, gallons
in completely buried containers and "could reasonably be expected to discharge oil to any water source. In
addition, farmers who store fuel in adjacent or non-adjacent parcels, leased or owned, may be considered
separate facilities for SPCC, which do not count against the total gallons stored. If you do have more than
1,gallon storage above ground or more than 42,gallon storage underground, the EPA will require you to
prepare and implement an SPCC plan. If your farm has an oil storage capacity between 1, and 10, gallons in
above-ground containers and has a good spill history, you may prepare and self-certify your own spill plan. If
your farm has storage of more than 10, gallons or has had an oil spill, you will need a SPCC plan prepared by
a professional engineer PE. According to the fact sheet, the plan should include a list of oil containers at the
farm by parcel, a brief description of the procedures you would use to prevent a spill, a brief description of the
measures you installed to prevent from oil reaching water, a brief description of the measures you will use to
contain and clean up a spill to water and also a list of emergency contacts and first responders. Now you might
be asking yourself what spill prevention measures should farmers implement and include in the SPCC plan?
Oh, the EPA has a list as you might suspect they would. They include such practices as use correct oil storage
containers, provide overfill prevention, provide secondary containment and periodically inspect and test all
pipes and containers. The EPA also wants farmers to identify contractors and other local personnel who can
help clean up an oil spill. Finally, EPA wants the SPCC plan to be amended and updated when you make
changes to your storage facilities, such as adding new storage containers or if you purchase or lease parcels
with containers that are gallons or larger. The plan must be reviewed every 5 years to make sure it includes
any changes in oil storage at your farm. Are farms going to be inspected? Will there be a fine? How much of
one? Will farmers who spent the time and money to build these facilities and create these plans be able to turn
in those neighboring farmer s who did not? Needless to say it makes me glad on my own farm I only have
three gallon tanks for a total of gallons total storage and we only really use two of the tanks anymore.
However, I am going to guess many farmers will be over the 1,gallon aboveground storage level on their
farms. Are you in compliance? To read more about the SPCC rule click http: Russ Quinn can be reached at
russ.
6: Monolithic Fertilizer Storage for Farmland Industries, Inc. | Monolithic Dome Institute
Farmers there lack the same scale to buy storage facilities or fertilizer spreading equipment and rely on local
co-operatives to do the work, said Peter Trebuschnoj, Iowa-based director of U.S.

7: Farmers Coop Dorchester - Division: Grain
A 2,member farmer co-op recently celebrated the grand opening of a new fertilizer facility. Huron Bay cut the ribbon
Thursday on its new 7,tonne blending and storage facility at its acre Walkerton, Ont. location. The co-op has 11
locations in Huron and Grey counties. The 18,square.
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8: Agricultural Marketing :: STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING
Located in Catoosa, OK, this is a river port terminal we have had the opportunity to build for several times including a
20, ton initial bulk dry fertilizer building, a 10, ton addition to it, and a 30, ton second dry fertilizer storage building.

9: Bulk Dry Fertilizer Storage Buildings for the Agribusiness Industry
Bulk Dry Fertilizer Storage Buildings Design-Build Bulk Fertilizer Storage Buildings by Agribusiness Construction
Specialists. Marcus Construction's design-build bulk dry fertilizer storage buildings are expandable custom designed
facilities; engineered with wood and concrete that allows for multiple product storage including both major and
micro-nutrients, and multiple layout options.
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